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Abstract 
Although Chaucer did not write The Canterbury Tales until after the death 
of Edward III, Chaucer's youth was spent in the company (albeit on the fringes) of 
the war-like king and his war-like sons. Surely, as the young Chaucer performed 
his duties and perhaps read stories or listened to the gossip spread by servants and 
courtiers, such as the account of Edward's having ravished a defenseless woman, 
impressions formed in Chaucer's mind. Perhaps such rumors as that Edward's son 
Lancaster had designs on his father's throne added to and solidified those 
impressions into opinion, and a character type was born, one which, on a 
superficial level, appears open and candid, inviting of trust. At a more basic level, 
however, this character is a master of manipulation and duplicity. 
It is my contention that three characters, Arcite in The Knight's Tale and 
Nicholas and Absolon in The Miller's Tale, may be drawn from this model, born in 
part from old stories and rumors and in part from incidents which occurred in 
Chaucer's own lifetime. I suggest that The Knight's Tale, a tale of romance, may 
also be viewed as a tale of personal betrayal and treasonous intent. Similarly, The 
Miller's Tale, in addition to being a humorous tale of cuckoldry, also offers an 
account of political intrigue which leads to civil disruption. As a method of 
unifying the two tales and of implying their particular political themes of betrayal 
and treason to his target audience Chaucer identifies the men, Arcite, Absolon and 
Nicholas, all men of excess, by their hair. 
In this way, Chaucer was able to take the Absalom archetype, common in 
his day, cloak it in inconspicuous forms, and use it to re-tell political events and 
situations to an audience who understood the implications, and who, after the 
laughter died down, perhaps reflected. Social activist Saul Alinski writes, 
"Ridicule is man's most potent weapon. It is almost impossible to counterattack 
ridicule" (128). Politician, poet, citizen, Chaucer's ability to reduce a prince to a 
clerk or a king to a miller was entertaining, but perhaps Chaucer also used his art 
as a powerful method of motivation. 
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Birth of a Character Type 
Although Chaucer did not write The Canterbury Tales until after the death 
of Edward III, Chaucer's youth was spent in the company (albeit on the fringes) of 
the war-like king and his war-like sons. Surely, as the young Chaucer performed 
his duties and perhaps read stories or listened to the gossip spread by servants and 
courtiers, such as the account of Edward's having ravished a defenseless woman, 
impressions formed in Chaucer's mind. Perhaps such rumors as that Edward's son 
Lancaster had designs on his father's throne added to and solidified those 
impressions into opinion, and a character type was born, one which, on a 
superficial level, appears open and candid, inviting of trust. At a more basic level, 
however, this character is a master of manipulation and duplicity. 
It is my contention that three characters, Arcite in The Knight's Tale and 
Nicholas and Absolon in The Miller's Tale, may be drawn from this model, born in 
part from old stories and rumors and in part from incidents which occurred in 
Chaucer's own lifetime. I suggest that The Knight's Tale, a tale of romance, may 
also be viewed as a tale of personal betrayal and treasonous intent. Similarly, The 
Miller's Tale, in addition to being a humorous tale of cuckoldry, also offers an 
account of political intrigue which leads to civil disruption. As a method of 
unifying the two tales and of implying their particular political themes of betrayal 
and treason to his target audience Chaucer identifies the men, Arcite, Absolon and 
Nicholas, all men of excess, by their hair. 
To write critically about betrayal, treason, and excess among the the 
aristocracy, was not necessarily safe in the late fourteenth-century English court. 
One need only think of Chaucer's fellow writer Thomas Usk, executed in 1388, to 
recognize the danger involved in writing about such issues. For safety's sake, 
perhaps, Chaucer cleverly imbeds his discussion of these politically charged issues 
in popular literary forms and language, although Chaucer's court position was not 
I 
such that he was under any close scrutiny, least of all from the monarchs under 
whom he served. As Derek Pearsall writes of this court poet, "if Edward III or 
Richard II actually knew him it was with but a fleeting recognition" (180). Still, 
that Chaucer wrote about political issues at all was rather remarkable. Pearsall 
posits that "we have to reckon with the immensity of the weight of 'authority' in 
the Middle Ages and the difficulties, even the dangers of skepticism" ( 114 ). Yet, 
even while still at court, Chaucer began expressing skepticism in regard to those in 
authority. Despite the volatile nature of such topics Chaucer yet wrote under these 
uncomfortable and restrictive conditions until 1374, when his prospects took a 
definite tum, and as newly appointed controller of wool custom and wool subsidy 
he moved to Aldgate in London. As Pearsall observes, by the time he wrote The 
Canterbury Tales a change had already taken place in Chaucer's writing, for the 
Tales "was definitely a 'non-court' poem" (185). Even as a court poet, however, 
Chaucer was "one of the new 'public men' of the age" (Pearsall 146). 
Consequently, Chaucer "had no power-base either in the aristocracy or in the 
church, and no rooted commitment to either" (100). 1 This is not to say he was 
void of belief. As Lee Patterson says, "to see Chaucer as somehow caught 
between two worlds and therefore free of both is to misunderstand the structure of 
late-medieval English society and to underestimate the strength of the poet's 
political commitments, whether freely chosen or not" (253), and whether duly 
appreciated or not. 
Thus Chaucer performed his public duties and was duly rewarded, but there 
is no known evidence that Chaucer's poetry ever brought him any awards in the 
I Pearsall builds a case for art, rather than politics or religion, as the primary force behind 
Chaucer's writing. Pearsall contends, however, that "to some extent he absorbed and was 
influenced by the ideology of chivalry, with its snobbish disregard for the lives of the non-
gentle, its theatricality, its occasionally powerful idealism" ( 45). 
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form of offices, gifts, and annuities, including the annuity awarded him from John 
of Gaunt (Pearsall 180). 2 Richard's reign, even less than Edward's, seems to have 
offered any real encouragement to the arts, which perhaps helps explain how 
Chaucer successfully kept his poetic endeavors under his own private control, 
separate from any political demands that he could not willingly meet. Perhaps 
because of the conditions under which he lived, Chaucer formed what seem to me 
to have been strong political views, holding that all people, from peasants to the 
king himself, share similar human traits and similar moral responsibilities, 3 but of 
course Chaucer was not alone in these views but rather proved the old saw that 
water finds its own level. Chaucer indeed found a sympathetic audience at court 
for his art, a presumably like-minded audience who enjoyed a high level of 
sophistication and were well able to appreciate his imbedded political allusions, 
his political code words. 
Pearsall contends that Chaucer's principal audience at court was located not 
in the narrowly defined court of the nobility, but rather "the 'court' in its wider 
sense, that is, the national administration and its metropolitan milieu" of "officials, 
diplomats and civil servants" ( 181 ), many with experience similar to that of 
Chaucer. 4 Among these sympathetic listeners was apparently "the group of 
'Lollard Knights' with whom [his] name is often linked in the records [some of 
2Pearsall posits that "the total absence in the Chaucer poems and manuscripts of 
dedications to the king or presentation-pictures, such as medieval poets are only too eager 
to supply on the slightest of pretexts, argues very strongly against direct royal patronage" 
(180). 
31n his examination of the "Parson's Tale," Pearsall discusses Chaucer's position that 
"tyrannical lordship and associated extortions are the product of covetousness; they are 
not justified by the established order of lordship and thralldom. All men are equally thralls 
to sin, lords as well as churls" (149). 
4Richard Firth Green locates this savvy audience among the aristocracy (111). H. S. 
Bennett stresses that Chaucer's works were for an "educated and sophisticated audience" 
(22). 
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whom were] knights of the chamber" (181). Indeed, Chaucer and his savvy 
audience, his "circle," seem to have to moved about in their own world, a world 
which lay within and yet without the world of hereditary aristocracy surrounding 
the powerful Plantagenet family and its regal head. Here, despite a certain 
detachment, Chaucer found a wealth of material for his art, with one of the richest 
sources being the stories and legends from his former sovereign's past, stories of 
Edward Ill's tempestuous youth5. 
Young King Edward 
The French chronicler Jean le Bel describes Edward as he appeared on June 
6, 1329. Edward at seventeen, every inch a royal, was already king. Head held 
high, 
His fair hair gleamed on the shoulders of his long crimson robe, 
powdered with leopards of gold, falling gracefully over his straight 
limbs. He had his crown on his head, his sword by his side, and 
spurs of gold on his heels. Jewels flashed fire from him in the pale 
sparkle of the candles. 'His face was like the face of a god', it was 
said. (43)6 
This young "god," apparently well aware of his striking appearance, was not only 
handsome but also "very lusty" and driven by passion ( 117). According to both le 
Bel and Jean Froissart, Edward unfortunately directed some of his forcefulness 
and passion toward a woman, an unwilling woman. 
5Patterson discusses the impact of this court environment on Chaucer's poetry. He sees 
Chaucer as clearly a court poet during his stint at court and holds that works from this 
period were "designed above all to serve the recreative needs of the court" (52). 
6Unless otherwise noted, this and all subsequent quotes ofle Bel and Froissart are taken 
from Packe's translation. 
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Le Bel and Froissart offer varying accounts of one particular incident, a 
"romantic legend," involving Edward's encounter with a reportedly beautiful 
English noblewoman. In both accounts a smitten Edward discloses his passion to 
the woman. Telling her that her beauty and grace impressed him beyond his 
control he declared, "I can not but love you, and without your love I am but dead." 
Unmoved by his flattery, she swore she could not accept his advances because she 
would not be untrue to her marriage. Le Bel relates that Edward heard her in 
brooding silence, 
But he had other things at heart, for the love of that lady had so 
keenly entered his soul that, either by struggle or denial, he could not 
rid himself of it; and in the end the shaft of love pierced him so 
sharply that he did something for which he was bitterly blamed and 
reproved; for when he could not have his way with the noble lady 
either by love or by prayer, he had it by force, as you will hear 
hereafter. ( 107) 
Froissart, writing some years later, suppresses the rest of le Bel's account, creating 
a story in which Edward nobly walks away. Le Bel, however, continues that 
Edward, after brooding all afternoon and into the evening, indeed raped the 
woman, and not as a whim of the moment. His planning was apparently long and 
careful.7 
Both le Bel and Froissart identify the object of Edward's passion as the 
countess of Salisbury, and Le Bel refers to her as Alice. Michael Packe deduces 
that the woman can be none other than Edward's cousin Alice Brotherton 
Montague. 8 Edward had not seen his step-cousin Alice, now eighteen, since her 
7 According to Packe, le Bel was eyewitness to events surrounding Edward as early as 
1327, when Edward was fifteen (34). 
8Froissart says in a later account that the woman's name was Catherine, and because le 
5 
marriage at the age of fourteen. Twenty-nine and still "lusty," Edward apparently 
heard rumors of Alice's beauty and, his curiosity piqued, was intrigued by the 
rumors. Although at the time he was engaged in fierce and frequent skirmishes 
with the Scots, Edward nevertheless rode away from the fighting, and after riding 
all day arrived at Alice's castle, whereupon, taken with her beauty, he made 
advances toward her. Married to Edward's comrade in arms, Edward Montague, 
Alice refused the king's advances, but Edward, undeterred, soon made his next 
move. 
Le Bel relates that, postponing his planned invasion of Brittany, Edward 
arranged for a tournament, which he commanded Montague to attend, 
accompanied by Alice. The tournament, which lasted fifteen days, "went off 
without mishap, except that many valuable knights were injured on the eve of the 
expedition, and the promising Lord John Beaumont. .. was killed." Throughout 
the days of feasting Alice avoided the king's repeated advances until the final 
night, regarding which le Bel sadly states that he has an account to tell of Edward's 
"shocking" behavior: "It happened after he had sent the valiant Earl of Salisbury, 
the good lady's husband, into Brittany with Sir Robert d'Artois, that he could not 
refrain from going to visit her in the pretence of inspecting her country and its 
fortresses." Once again Alice resisted Edward's advances, but that night after 
everyone was asleep Edward arose, telling his personal valets that "nothing must 
interfere with what he was going to do on pain of death." He then went to Alice's 
Bel's account was lost for five hundred years, Froissart's identification of the woman's first 
name was accepted as fact. Packe considers and reflects on the two most frequently 
identified as the woman in question. Comparing dates and ages, he argues that Catherine 
Grandison at thirteen would hardly have possessed sufficient poise and skills of evasion to 
have sparred with Edward for as long as the woman was forced to do. Besides, Catherine 
was countess of Salisbury only briefly. As for Joan Montague, also (briefly) a countess of 
Salisbury, she had been married fourteen years at the time and could hardly have been the 
woman that Edward "'had not seen since her marriage"' (112-13). 
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room, tied her up, and "raped her so savagely that never was a woman so badly 
treated; he left her lying there all battered about, bleeding from the nose and the 
mouth and elsewhere, which was for her great damage and great pity." Disgusted 
with himself Edward walked wordlessly away. Perhaps some of his self-disgust 
stemmed from fear of exposure (Packe 117-21). 
In his discussion of these events, Bryan Bevan, Edward's most recent 
biographer, contends that although there are some discrepancies le Bel's "dramatic 
and highly-coloured account smacks of the truth" (58). Bevan adds, "What adds 
credibility to le Bel's story is the statement in Le Chronicle Normande, declaring 
that the wife of the Earl of Salisbury was raped by the king of England" (59). 
Even were the story not true, it is evident that Chaucer would have heard it from 
more than one source. 
Chaucer would also have known that Edward was nevertheless a popular 
leader, in part because Edward worked to create his own image, constantly 
currying the favor of the people, often going on "ostentatious pilgrimages ... 
anywhere he could be sure of an adoring crowd" (Packe 69-70). W. M. Ormrod 
places a political interpretation on these strategies, seeing Edward's endeavors as 
nuts and bolts in the construction of the "Plantagenet propaganda machine." 
Edward's "extravagant tournaments and feasts, and even his sumptuous clothes can 
all be seen as attempts to promote 'the cult of kingship"' (853). Writers and artists 
of the period also generated, perpetuated, an aura of mystique around Edward in 
his lifetime, comparing him to Samson, Arthur, and Charlemagne (849) and 
referring to him as the "English angel" (850). After Edward's victories at Crecy 
and Calais in 1346-47, the Lanercost chronicler drew a particularly expansive 
parallel in which he compared Edward to David. He writes, "Blessed be the Lord 
God of Israel, for he has visited his people, he has come to their rescue and he has 
raised up a power for their salvation in the House of his servant David" (quoted in 
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Ormrod 849). Perhaps no comparison was more flattering, and for Chaucer more 
fortunate, than the comparison to David, king of Israel. 
Yet for Chaucer neither the comparing of Edward to David nor the accounts 
of Edward's glorious exploits would seem to have eradicated the rumors and 
legends of Edward's infamous deeds. Perhaps the ugly reports had a ring of truth 
because of traits which Chaucer saw repeated in Edward's family. Apparently the 
artist in Chaucer became stimulated by what "olde stories tellen us" (KnT 859). 
Drawing on his own political and diplomatic skills, Chaucer the artist conceived 
the perfect disguise, the perfect hiding place for his political commentary, and 
what better hiding place than out in the open? Frequent comparisons of Edward to 
David perhaps inspired Chaucer to mask Edward's hair with the long blond hair, 
not of David, but of Absalom, the son of David. Strikingly handsome in his youth, 
Edward with his long blond hair bore striking resemblance to David's beloved but 
rebellious son. The Absalom account, located in II Sam., not only assured 
Chaucer a safe way of expressing political themes, but also provided a literary 
tool, a narrative frame or grid through which to view both The Knight's Tale and 
The Miller's Tale. And what a view we are offered. Not only does Absalom 
resemble Edward in appearance, but he also resembles Edward in actions and 
motives. 
Absalom and David 
Absalom, David's young son, is handsome, so much so that "in all Israel 
there was none to be so much praised as Absalom for his beauty: from the sole of 
his foot even to the crown of his head there was no blemish in him" (II Sam. 14: 
25). With all that beauty and the resulting admiration how easy it is for Absalom, 
like the future Edward III, to become vain. But the similarity in appearance does 
not end there. Undoubtedly Absalom owes much of his distinctive good looks to 
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his abundant hair, and when he cuts his hair he does so with great ceremony: 
"And when he polled his head, (for it was at every year's end that he polled it: 
because the hair was heavy on him, therefore he polled it:) he weighed the hair of 
his head at two hundred shekels after the king's weight" (II Sam. 14: 26). Vanity 
leads to the desire for power, and there comes a time when Absalom, the 
handsome young prince, victimizes his father, whom, because of the son's winning 
ways, he finds an easy victim. 
David's household is large, with many sons. The Bible mentions four of 
them in some detail, Absalom, Amnon (the oldest), Adonijah, and Solomon, 
David's successor. Amnon's fame, or rather his infamy, stems from his rape of his 
own half sister, Absalom's sister Tamar. Filled with desire to revenge his sister's 
loss of honor Absalom patiently bides his time. One year passes, then another, 
and in all that time "Absalom spake to his brother neither good nor bad ... " (II 
Sam. 13: 22). At the end of two years, when all suspicion is allayed, Absalom 
makes his move. Confidently he instructs his servants what they are to do, for he 
knows his father well, knows even before he makes his request what David will 
answer. With everything in readiness he asks David to come and bring his 
servants to shear his sheep. As expected, David replies that the burden of so many 
people to feed and house would prove too great an imposition. Absalom then 
requests Amnon's help. Initially David's suspicions seem aroused at this request, 
"But Absalom pressed him, that he let Amnon and all the king's sons go with him" 
(II Sam. 13: 27). As planned, Absalom has his revenge, killing Amnon and then 
fleeing into exile. 
Remarkable as it seems, Absalom continues to enjoy David's favor, such 
that, despite the murder of Amnon, "David mourned for [Absalom] every day ... 
And the soul of king David longed to go forth unto Absalom ... " (II Sam. 13: 3 7-
9). Whether blinded by love, by Absalom's winning personality or by both, David 
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accepts Absalom at face value. Indeed, Absalom deceives his father and maintains 
his trust, but in all fairness to David, he is not the only one deceived. With much 
the same success he courts his father's favor, Absalom also woos the people. 
Again Absalom develops a long-range plan, one which calls for maintaining his 
father's trust while winning the support of the people. Some time after returning 
from self-exile for the murder of Amnon Absalom begins to put into effect a plan 
which will leave him in possession of his father's throne. To that end day after day 
he 
rose up early, and stood beside the way of the gate: and it was 
so, that when any man that had a controversy came to the king for 
judgment, then Absalom called unto him, and said, "Of what city art 
thou?" And he said, "Thy servant is of one of the tribes of Israel." 
And Absalom said unto him, "See, thy matters are good and right; 
but there is no man deputed of the king to hear thee." Absalom said 
moreover, "Oh that I were made judge in the land, that every man 
which hath any suit or cause might come unto me, and I would do 
him justice!" And it was so, that when any man came nigh to him to 
do him obeisance, he put forth his hand, and took him, and kissed 
him. And on this manner did Absalom to all Israel that came to the 
king, for judgment: so Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel. 
(II Sam. 15: 2-
6) Only when David receives a message, "The hearts of the men of Israel are 
after Absalom" (II Sam. 15: 13) does the king realize the threat posed by the 
young prince with bushy hair. 
Absalom declares himself king, and David flees from the city, but Absalom 
realizes he needs to make his position more secure with the people. Though 
confident now of the support of most of the people, he knows human nature and 
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knows that the people could shift their loyalty back to David as easily as they 
withdrew it. Therefore Absalom decides on a plan of action which will destroy 
David's reputation and thereby make the throne secure. Absalom commands his 
servants to spread his tent on the roof of his father's house, and there, "in the sight 
of all Israel,"has sexual relations with ten of David's concubines (II Sam. 16: 22), 
after which David becomes a laughingstock, his effectiveness neutralized. 
Absalom's victory is short-lived, of course. During fierce fighting Absalom, riding 
beneath the boughs of an oak, gets caught by the head and dragged from his mule, 
and David's men, contrary to David's orders, kill Absalom as he hangs in mid air. 
(II Sam. 18: 9-15). For Chaucer, though, the key point is perhaps not David's 
belated realization of his son's ambitions. What seems to have interested Chaucer 
is that Absalom had given a number of signals, a great deal of proof of his darker 
side, had David known what to look for. From these signs Chaucer derives his 
own stories of the struggles between an emergent youth and the father-figure he 
seeks to overcome. 
Absolon, Emetreus, and Arcite 
Chaucer's Absolon, whose name and description signal Chaucer's hidden 
themes, also gives indications of a darker side, yet the warning signs go largely 
unheeded, for he, like David's son, presents himself as warm, likeable, and 
handsome. Representing him as vain about his appearance, Chaucer writes that 
"Crul was his heer, and as the gold it shoon" (3314). Undoubtedly with great care 
Absolon parts his pretty hair (3 3 16) and is pleased that his "rode was reed ... " 
(3317). Generally scrupulous about his appearance, "In hoses rede he wente 
fetisly. I Yclad he was ful smal and proprely" (3319-20). Indeed, Absolon 
emphasizes his handsome looks with a facade of handsome apparel, yet not only 
for vanity's sake. Absolon has an objective in mind for which he is willing to 
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negotiate. Not relying solely on his good looks and handsome dress, Absolon 
hedges his bets. He enlists the aid of a friend, perhaps even a matchmaker, and 
thereby "He woweth hire by meenes and brocage" (3375). Despite the fact that 
the object of his desire is married, he pursues her unabashedly and openly. This 
apparently vain character, much like his Biblical namesake, perhaps has designs on 
something more than appearances would indicate. 
In her discussion of The Miller's Tale Ann Haskell explores a method of 
frame narration used not only by Chaucer but by a number of his contemporaries. 
A frequent practice among authors of the period was the use of saints' names for 
their stories' characters, and as Haskell contends, "In any work of Chaucer ... a 
saint's name might provide increased depth of perspective to the context of the 
whole work" (107). 9 The success of this narrative practice can be attributed to the 
people's level of familiarity with old stories and legends about the lives of saints. 10 
"Both 'lewed' and lettered could comprehend entire lives of saints with the aid of 
individualizing attributes, which would otherwise have required lengthy 
explanations" ( 106). 11 Haskell notes that the very name of a saint "conjure[ d] a 
host of ideas and associations" (107). In The Miller's Tale, I would add, Chaucer 
employs this narrative technique not only with saints' names, but with sinners' 
names as well. 
9Haskell, who explores Chaucer's choice of name for his character in The Miller's Tale, 
observes that as St. Nicholas is the patron saint of clerks, the choice is reasonable (114). 
She states that, however, because of the moral makeup of Chaucer's Nicholas "the 
similarity between Nicholas the saint and St. Nicholas the clerk is clearly satiric" (115). 
lOHaskell relates that stories of saints, depicted visually in sculpture, paintings and 
religious processions, and verbally depicted annually from the pulpit invested the saints 
with hero and heroine status (105). 
1 lH. S. Bennett asserts that in Chaucer's England "few would have been bold enough to 
declare themselves non-believers. . . The world in which Chaucer grew up accepted the 
Church and its teaching." (12). 
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Examining Chaucer's narrative technique, W. S. Beichner agrees that 
"Chaucer acted deliberately when he gave the parish clerk in The Miller's Tale the 
dubious honor of the name of Absolon," for Absolon possesses all the traits which 
medieval poets attributed to King David's son. (233). The Bible specifies no hair 
color for Absalom, but medieval minds apparently saw this lack of information as 
an oversight, a blank which needed filled. Consequently, "by the end of the 
thirteenth century everyone knows that it was golden in color and luster or blond" 
(227). For the most part medieval commentators on the Bible address the issue of 
Absalom's treason; however, a few "say that his hair signifies excess" (223). 
Hugo of St. Victor expresses the connection that was perceived between hair and 
ungovernable thoughts when he writes that "the appetite of the flesh nourishes and 
produces hair because it nourishes excesses of thought" (quoted in Beichner 223). 
In this strain of medieval thought, abundance of hair on a man, blond hair in 
particular, provided an allusion on which Chaucer capitalizes, a narrative frame 
not only for The Miller's Tale, but, given the incentive for retrospective reading 
inherent in the Miller's "quiting," for The Knight's Tale as well. 
The description of Absolon given by the Miller early in his narration, 
closely echoes the description of Emetreus (the representative knight of Arcite's 
company) given by the Knight in section III. In the Knight's words this man's 
"crispe heer lyk rynges was yronne, I And that was yelow, and glytered as the 
sonne" (2165-66). As for his complexion, "his colour was sangwyn [red or 
ruddy]" (2168). That one should read the description ofEmetreus as standing for 
Arcite becomes clear as, after his grand entrance in which he functions almost as 
an extension of Arcite, Emetreus is mentioned only twice more: in lines 2638-42 
he intercedes for Arcite as Arcite fights with Palamon, and in lines 2645-46, still 
defending Arcite, he is pulled from his saddle. The connection is sufficient, 
though, to encourage a reader to see Arcite as an Absalom figure. 
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Not until Arcite enters Mars' temple does Chaucer indicate the deeper level 
of meaning at work within the tale, and because the issue of Arcite's hair is raised 
not by the narrator but by Arcite, the information assumes a deceptive air of 
insignificance. Arcite demonstrates that he takes great pride in his hair, so much 
so that he promises it to Mars as an offering in exchange for victory; 
My beerd, myn heer, that hongeth long adoun, 
That nevere yet ne felte offension 
Of rasour nor of shere, I wol thee yive, 
And hen thy trewe servant whil I lyve. (2415-18) 
Indeed, Arcite's hair holds a strange sort of importance for the young warrior and 
importance for a reader as well. Despite this obvious importance, however, 
Chaucer neglects to supply information concerning the color of Arcite's hair, 
though he is quite detailed in regard to the rest of Arcite's physical features. As 
Chaucer is quite specific about the hair color of both Emetreus and Lyrgurge, this 
omission is undoubtedly an intentional oversight. Catherine Tkacz contends that 
because of the obvious importance assigned to his hair, the Arcite character might 
fmd his roots in the Biblical account of Samson (Judges 13-16), who loses his 
strength when his hair is cut. 12 Tkacz draws a number of parallels between Arcite 
and Samson; however, the story of this young warrior bears even more similarity, 
both in appearance and in action, to David's son, and by extension King Edward, 
more than to Samson. Chaucer seems to have taken some pains to assure that 
Arcite possesses the correct traits. 
12Tkacz asserts that "both the language and the substance of [Arcite's] vow recall 
Samson's vow and fate" (127). Tzack points out a number of examples in Middle English 
literature and in Old Testament exemplars which either have Samson as their subject or he 
receives prominent mention (128). 
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Through the connection to Absalom, confirmed in The Miller's Tale by the 
structural paralleling of Absolon to Arcite, Chaucer creates an Arcite who differs 
greatly from the Arcite in Boccaccio's II Teseida of which The Knight's Tale is a 
retelling. Pearsall remarks on changes which Chaucer makes in Boccaccio's 
characters and surmises that Chaucer makes the changes in order to produce a 
particular effect: "Chaucer has deliberately levelled the two [Palamon and Arcite ], 
so that the outcome of the story will appear not nobly tragic but bleakly 
capricious" (156-57). Remarking on Chaucer's variations, Judith Perryman 
observes, "The black hair and well-built physique of Boccaccio's Palamon, for 
instance, Chaucer gives to King Lygurge, while King Emetreus has Arcita's blonde 
hair. Arcite is still tall, as he is in JI Teseida, but he is no longer slight. Instead 
the Arcite of The Knight's Tale is well-built and more like Boccaccio's Palamon" 
(121), and more like Edward. Granted, there are a number of changes in several 
characters, but in light of this discussion, which points out similarities between 
Absalom and Edward, the changes in Arcite's appearance (all of which make them 
strikingly similar) assume particular significance, and his actions become suspect. 
Moreover, even before Chaucer invests his Knight's Tale Arcite with 
Absalom/Edward-like characteristics, he has arranged that the very name he gives 
his character is suspicious, carrying with it a dark past. 
Anelida and Arcite 
Like the name Absalom, Arcite's name provides a narrative frame taken 
from outside the Canterbury Tales, and one has only to look at Arcite through that 
frame to recognize Chaucer's implication. That implication is, in a word, "fals," 
the term used repeatedly by Chaucer to describe his first Arcite, the false friend 
and false lover inAnelida and Arcite. Perryman, also connecting the two Arcites, 
wonders if, in Anelida and Arcite, Arcite could be in a primary stage, positing, "It 
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is almost as if Arcite of the 'Knight's Tale' is the knight of the second stage" 
· (128). 13 As we will see later on in the behavior of his namesake toward his patron 
Theseus, the name Arcite implies far more than a false lover, but none of that has 
happened as yet. As Chaucer writes Anelida and Arcite, the young villain's 
primary target is a woman rather than a father-figure, yet a woman who, like 
David, is a ruler. 
The narrative begins to unfold as a sad but simple account of a love-affair-
gone-sour, as Anelida, the wronged woman, remembers that 
Ther nas to her no maner lettre sent 
That touched love, from any maner wyght, 
That she ne shewed hit him er hit was brent; 
So pleyn she was and dide her fulle myght 
That she nyl hiden nothing from her knyght. ... ( 113-17) 
Arcite has worked deliberately to win the love and confidence of this woman, and, 
as people in love usually do, Anelida makes herself vulnerable to her jealous lover. 
However, Arcite uses jealousy as a manipulative tool. His jealousy is merely a 
show, "sleght and flaterie" (124). Arcite is himself an unfaithful lover and he 
masks his unfaithfulness with jealousy. But Chaucer indicates that Arcite also 
uses jealousy as a mask to cover yet another purpose. Jealousy proves so 
successful as a tool with which to manipulate Anelida into showing him all things 
which men write to her about love that Arcite uses this same method to manipulate 
her into showing him even more: 
And eke he made him jelous over here, 
That what that any man had to her seyd 
Anoon he wolde preyen her to swere 
13The stages of which Perryman speaks are stages of unrequited love. 
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What was that word or make him evel apaid. 
Then wende she out of her wyt have breyd .... (120-24) 
Arcite's jealous show serves to make his relationship with Anelida appear as if it is 
confined to a personal arena. Deceived into believing their relationship involves 
only the two of them, Anelida withholds no secrets from Arcite, for she gives "him 
honour as he were a kyng" (130). Wanting only to appease Arcite's jealousy, 
Anelida, neglecting to distinguish between herself as ruler and herself as woman, 
between personal secrets and state secrets, gives Arcite access not only to her 
personal correspondence, but to official correspondence as well. 
Once aware of the extent of Arcite's deception, both as woman and as 
queen Anelida retrospectively mourns her loss of honor, mourns the shame she has 
heaped on herself, as she remembers that, out of eagerness to please Arcite, she 
showed him everything that men had written to her (264-67). Realizing that 
Arcite now knows all state secrets, she reluctantly approaches the altar of the god 
of war to make a sacrifice. Like David, the heartbroken father of Absalom, this 
sorrowful ruler prepares to retrieve her kingdom by force from her "swete foo" 
(272), and thus this prequel to The Knight's Tale ends with Anelida preparing for 
war. 
The Knight's Tale 
The conclusion of Anelida's complaint promises that more will follow, but 
not until The Knight's Tale is that promise fulfilled. Although given first-hand and 
although highly personal, Anelida's victim-account gives a somewhat sketchy or 
general view of Arcite's method of operation. But when Chaucer next relates 
Arcite's activities, the narrator Knight, deceived like Anelida, accepts Arcite for 
what he presents himself to be. Because Arcite dies before he can carry out his 
plan, the Knight, still deceived, believes Arcite died a hero's death, and the Knight 
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portrays him as such. Therefore, with no apparent knowledge of Arcite's previous 
life, nor any suspicion about Arcite's line of descent from Absalom, the Knight 
gives an innocent account, and yet, because of his own integrity, the Knight gives 
an accurate account. This naivete on the Knight's part effectively extends to 
Chaucer, which enables Chaucer to expose without being exposed, to accuse 
without seeming to accuse. 
Thus Chaucer subtly alerts his audience to Arcite's darker side. When 
Arcite returns from exile he has only to flash his winning smile, has only to 
ingratiate, to flatter, to make himself indispensable in order to win the trust of the 
people. Arcite's campaign to win the confidence of the people begins significantly 
at the very location which proved so successful for Absalom. Chaucer places 
Arcite at the gate where the people gather, and there "at the gate [Arcite] profreth 
his servyse I To drugge and drawe, what so men wol devyse" (1415-16). After a 
time his efforts yield the reward of friendship with Emelye's chamberlain, who 
acquires for him the position of page in Emelye's service, and once a part of her 
household, despite his need for anonymity, Arcite continues to make himself 
indispensable. Everyone seems to agree that 
But half so wel biloved a man as he 
Ne was ther nevere in court of his degree; 
He was so gentil of condicioun 
That thurghout al the court was his renoun. (1429-32) 
Arcite's method of operation calls for deceptive practices. His seemingly open 
pursuit of Emelye disguises another purpose. His namesake may have loved 
Anelida or not; this time Arcite really does love the woman he pursues, but he 
knows that his two purposes, his pursuit of Emelye and his secret pursuit, are at 
odds. Divided between duty to Thebes and love for Emelye, he foresees his own 
death, for which he blames Emelye; "Ye been the cause wherfore that I dye" 
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(1568). Marshall Leicester observes that, while clearly "Arcite has not forgotten 
the plight of Thebes in pursuing Emelye," in Arcite's long speech in lines 1542-71 
"the issue of hopeless love arises only in the last nine lines, so that when Arcite 
declares that his lovesickness sets his 'oother care' at naught, we are inclined to 
doubt him" (252), 14 and indeed, Arcite's efforts to improve his position never flag. 
In Anelida and Arcite the deceitful lover needed only to win his lady's love 
and trust. In The Knight's Tale the scenario differs, requiring correspondingly 
different methods. Like Absalom, Arcite works to win the favor of both the ruler 
and the people, patiently biding his time until his diligence again bears fruit, and 
with similarly positive results: 
And thus withinne a while his name is spronge, 
Bothe of his dedes and his goode tonge, 
That Theseus hath taken hym so neer 
That of his chambre he made hym a squier, 
And thre yeer in this wise his lif he ladde, 
And bar hym so, in pees and eek in werre, 
Ther was no man that Theseus hath derre. (1437-48) 
But very like the relationship between Absalom and David, friendship and love 
between Chaucer's characters seem to flow from one direction, from father-figure 
to son-figure. The nature of Arcite's position and the extent of his activities 
require sustained insincerity on Arcite's part. Theseus's opinion of Arcite is 
therefore based on a facade, a mask with which Arcite conceals his true self. 
14Leicester concludes that Arcite displaces political concerns with love, for both he and 
Palamon "try to confine themselves to lovers' roles and defend themselves against 
unwelcome or insupportable practical and political responsibility by disclaiming it in favor 
of gods, fates, and the power oflove" (253). 
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Richard Firth Green recognizes multilevel purposes on Chaucer's part, a 
communication of sorts between Chaucer and his audience. A household page, as 
Green writes, is the most menial of positions. Arcite's rise from the status of page 
to that of squire is thus more than "meteoric," 15 and Chaucer's "courtly audience" 
would no doubt have recognized its improbability (255). 16 In light of Arcite's 
character, as revealed by the breaking of his word to Palamon, Arcite's improbable 
rise furnishes much cause for suspicion. 
Furthermore, this ambitious character falls under even greater suspicion 
when his actions are considered in the light of his own declaration to Palamon 
when he and Palamon first see Emelye. At that time Arcite refers to her in such 
terms as "paramour" and declares, 
'who shal yeve a lovere any lawe?' 
Love is a greater lawe, by me pan, 
And therefore positif lawe and swich decree 
Is broken al day for love in ech degree. ( 1164-68) 
Chaucer reveals that, unlike Palamon's love for Emelye, Arcite's is a fleshly love, a 
lawless love, as admitted by Arcite himself. The first time he sees Emelye he 
declares that he cares not whether the object of love is "mayde, or wydwe, or elles 
wyf' ( 1171 ). However, this character's charismatic personality wins the love and 
respect of everyone who knows him, everyone, that is, except those who know him 
15Green disputes the critical view that Chaucer's portrayal of Arcite's court career is 
autobiographical (252). 
16Green concludes that Chaucer may have created Arcite's unlikely situation as " a useful 
way of emphasizing Arcite's subservience to the power of love, but perhaps too he saw in 
it a means of idealizing an Athenian court which recognized and rewarded true merit, and 
by implication of commenting upon the venality and opportunism of court life in his own 
day" (257). 
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best, eveiyone but Palamon, who knows Arcite's true nature and purposes, who 
knows Arcite to be Theseus's "mortal foo" ( 1724 ). Yet, because of the numerous 
hints dropped by Chaucer, Palamon is not alone in his knowledge of Arcite. 
Assuming characteristics found in the old rumors about Edward's behavior 
toward the countess, Arcite enlists the aid of Mars, the god of forces to obtain the 
object of his desire. Chaucer's Knight describes in great detail the lurid paintings 
found in Mars's temple and the Knight's tone seems almost puzzled. This wide-
eyed innocent narrator appears oblivious to any suspicion that the scenes of 
lawlessness might reflect Arcite's nature, a nature which is willing to resort to 
lawless means in the pursuit of a young girl. Dark plots, schemes, misfortunes, 
violence, cruelty all are portrayed on the temple walls. However, Arcite's love is 
only part of the picture; the amazed Knight states that above all of this, there 
Saugh I Conquest, sittynge in greet honour, 
With the sharpe swerd over his heed 
Hangynge by a soutil twynes threed. 
Depeynted was the slaughtere of Julius, 
Of grete Nero, and of Antonius; 
Al be that thilke tyme they were unborn, 
Yet was hir deth depeynted ther-befom 
By manasynge of Mars, right by figure; 
So was it shewed in that portreiture, 
As is depeynted in the sterres above 
Who shal be slayn or elles deed for love. (2028-38) 
Beginning with conquest and ending with love Chaucer makes an interesting 
grouping, a grouping which includes regicide along with dying for love. 
In the verse immediately preceding, verse 2027, Chaucer places the 
grouping under the same "tour," the same mansion or astrological sign. In a 
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manner of speaking, danger and dark deeds culminate in this mansion. Under 
Mars's sway the danger and darkness which lurk in alleyways and streets and in 
the hearts of muggers, murderers, and thieves dwell also in courts and households 
of rulers and kings. Here under this "tour," Arcite appeals to Mars for victory in 
the contest between himself and Palamon which will take place tomorrow, the 
contest to determine who gets Emelye. Arcite frankly admires Mars's sexual 
prowess because Arcite identifies with him. In his bid for Anelida Arcite "swor he 
wolde dyen for destresse I Or from his wit he seyde he wolde twynne" (101-02). 
Now just as passionately he cries out, 
For thilke peyne and thilke hoote fir 
In which thow whilom brendest for desir, 
Whan that thow usedest the beautee 
Of faire, yonge, fresshe Venus free, 
And haddest hire in armes at thy wille --
Although thee ones on a tyme mysfille, 
Whan Vulcanus hadde caught thee in his las 
And foond thee liggynge by his wyf, allas ! --
For thilke sorwe that was in thyn herte, 
Have routhe as wel upon my peynes smerte. (2383-92) 
Arcite wants Emelye, must have her one way or another, and only Mars can help 
him. Arcite is willing to take Emelye by illicit means, for the comparison he 
makes between himself and Mars cites Mars's adulterous relationship with Venus. 
Arcite's need for Emily stems from love, but also it stems from something other 
than love, which becomes obvious as he lies dying. His words, a reminder of his 
history, echo those of Anelida when he says to Emelye, "Fare wel, my sweete foo, 
myn Emelye!" (2780). Arcite's view, which combines love, betrayal and force, 
comes to him as a bequest from two benefactors. 
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As with Absalom, Arcite's dreams of conquest never fully materialize. 
However, his motives never detected, Arcite dies a hero's death, "deed for love" as 
prophesied on the temple wall. The words of the prophecy are similar to Edward's 
words to the Countess of Salisbury, "Without your love I am but dead," but the 
two fates, Arcite's and Edward's, differ. Where Edward, ignoring his comrade's 
claims, fulfills his desire and leaves his victim brutalized, Arcite dies before 
accomplishing his similar purpose, leaving an untainted Emelye. Chaucer's 
complex character with his complex history will break no more hearts. Perryman, 
who sees a melding of Arcite and Palamon, recognizes also a crucial 
"polarization": Palamon keeps faith, and therefore he lives, while Arcite, breaking 
faith both with Palamon and with Theseus, must therefore die (122). 17 Unlike 
Edward, whose infamy survives even Froissart's cleansing, Arcite dies with his 
good name intact, and Theseus, never the wiser about the true nature of Arcite's 
character, mourns his loss. 
Loving Philostrate and shaken when he learns of his beloved servant's true 
identity, Theseus nevertheless consciously accepts Arcite's explanation for the 
charade, his explanation that he deceived Theseus for love. Arcite now dead, 
Theseus philosophically begins his eulogy with generalizations, but after a while 
he refers specifically to Arcite's death. Theseus seems to lapse into a dark study as 
he speaks of old age in connection with shame. He sees peripherally that 
something is amiss concerning Arcite, but he cannot locate the problem, nor even 
say for sure that a problem exists. He muses: 
And certeinly a man hath moost honour 
To dyen in his excellence and flour, 
l 7Pearsall sees little difference between Palemon and Arcite: "It seems that Chaucer has 
deliberately levelled the two, so that the outcome of the story will appear not nobly tragic 
but bleakly capricious" (156-57). 
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Whan he is siker of his goode name; 
Thanne hath he doon his freend, ne hym, no shame. 
And gladder oghte his freend been of his deeth, 
Whan with honour up yolden is his breeth, 
Thanne whan his name apalled is for age, 
For al forgeten is his vassellage. 
Thanne is it best, as for a worthy fame, 
To dyen whan that he is best of name. (3047-56) 
Pearsall sees the gist of Theseus's eulogy as "conventional reiterations of the 
inevitability of death and even some limp acquiescence in the consolation that 
death is a fortunate release" (155). However, Theseus's introspections are perhaps 
more complicated than his actions would indicate, his words seeming to echo what 
David might have spoken after Absalom slept with David's concubines. But 
Theseus shakes off the feeling. Perhaps Theseus foresees the time when he will be 
displaced by someone more youthful, foresees a time when his own name "appaled 
is for age." 18 Returning to the present, however, he commands Emelye and 
Palamon to marry, and they obey. The Knight relates that Emelye and Palamon 
live the rest of their lives in peace and harmony, and on this positive note the 
Knight quickly brings his tale to a close. 
The Miller's Tale 
The Knight's idealistic tone camouflages the warning embedded in his tale. 
Perhaps, like Theseus, the Knight cannot identify the menace which lies just 
181n her examination of The Reeve's Tale, Susanna Greer Fein explores what seems to be 
a central theme of Fragment I: "The perennial contest between age and youth whereby age 
possesses what youth desires until, inevitably losing strength with time, age must cede to 
acquisitive youth all of its holdings" (74). 
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outside his direct line of vision. However, the Miller recognizes and picks up the 
thread of Theseus's thought. The Miller prefaces his tale with a disclaimer, saying 
that he is drunk and therefore not responsible for anything offensive in his tale, 
and if anyone takes offense they should "Wyte it the ale of Southwerk. .. " 
(3140). The Miller's disclaimer has much the same ring as Chaucer's own 
apologies in the Miller's Prologue and the famous Retraction. Both the apologies 
and the Retraction are couched in general terms, which distances Chaucer and his 
narrator from the tales and therefore from responsibility for anything offensive. 
Like the Miller, Chaucer denies responsibility for any wrong-doing. If anyone 
takes offense at anything said, he or she has their (the Miller's and Chaucer's) 
regrets. 
Chaucer and the Miller claim they are so innocent of any deliberate wrong-
doing that they are even unaware of their exact offences. For extra insurance, 
Chaucer's Retraction reiterates what he says in the Miller's Prologue; he simply is 
not responsible. In the Prologue Chaucer declares that as a matter of honor he 
must faithfully repeat all things he was told, "be they bettre or werse, I Or elles 
falsen som of my mateere" (3174-75). In his Retraction Chaucer pleads 
"unkonynge" (X.1082). Both Chaucer and the Miller seem to direct their pleas of 
innocence to an audience of "gentils," the ones particularly touched by the 
Knight's "noble storie" (1.3111). But all denials to the contrary, both Chaucer and 
the Miller know exactly what they say. 
Chaucer offers his audience a choice, and he challenges them to be 
responsible listeners. If they want only to read "Of storial thyng that toucheth 
gentillesse" (3179) they have only to tum the page. A last distancing, effective 
but subtle, occurs in the line immediately preceding the Miller's narration. In a 
somewhat serious note the Chaucerer warns, "And eek men shal nat maken em est 
of game" (3186). He plants the thought about the serious nature of the story's 
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content. Yet if readers decide to take him seriously and to take offense he can 
remind them that, just like he told them, he was only playing a game, a joke. 
Indeed the Miller, or rather Chaucer, does play a joke in his narration, for 
his tale, presented as a farce, is far from farcical on some levels, concealing dark 
undercurrents. In his discussion of these undercurrents Patterson identifies an 
attack on "clerical culture" in that Chaucer portrays Absolon the clerk as 
"hypocritically self-regarding," and Nicholas the ecclesiast as a "proficient 
manipulator" (261 ). In effect, by making both young men clerks, and not only 
clerks but villainous (albeit agreeably villainous) clerks, Chaucer identifies this 
pair with one another. He makes them two sides of the same coin, in my terms, 
two Absaloms. Absolon's long bushy blond hair and womanly beauty readily 
identify him with King David's son, his infamous predecessor and namesake. This 
obvious identification, though, renders him ineffectual, because John knows to 
stay on the alert. John may be thrown off-guard when, unlike his Biblical 
namesake, Absolon openly pursues Alisoun, but he is sufficiently aware to 
question his wife. And Alisoun, too, is unimpressed and correspondingly safe 
from this suitor. Whereas the more dangerous and secret Absalom and Arcite 
study human nature, patiently analyzing their victims the better to woo and win 
them (with predictable results), Absolon's impetuous nature leads him to serenade 
Alisoun as she lies sleeping next to John. 
Nicholas, the other Absalom, also has an impulsive streak -- he grabs 
unwisely and exposes himself heedlessly -- yet he possesses the dangerous ability 
to be discreet. Nicholas first approaches Alisoun only after John has left for 
Oseneye. Indeed, driven by his shameless desire for Alisoun, Nicholas eventually 
proves himself capable of duplicity, as Chaucer invests this Absalom/Edward 
character with a darker nature than is at first obvious. Perhaps as attracted by 
Alisoun's "purs of lether" (3250) as by Alisoun herself, Nicholas, the poor clerk, 
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exerts all his charms to win this young lonely wife. Maybe Alisoun is attracted by 
the secrecy with which Nicholas approaches her; fruits eaten in secret taste 
sweeter, and for Alisoun perhaps safer. She, as well as Nicholas, understands that 
secret love affairs do not jeopardize marriages to rich old men. 
Though undoubtedly attracted by Alisoun's abundant charms, Nicholas's 
ardor may stem as much from greed as from passion, for Chaucer invests this lusty 
young clerk with a dark side similar to the tradition begun by Absalom and 
continued by Arcite. Chaucer writes of Nicholas that "Of deeme love he koude 
and of solas; I And therto he was sleigh and ful privee, I And lyk a mayden meke 
for to see" (3200-02). Like his predecessors this sly, secretive man is also as 
pretty as a woman. Nicholas is self-centered and sensual, and he comprehends the 
nuances of Alisoun's situation. He understands perfectly that plots and schemes 
require utmost secrecy, utmost planning, utmost patience in order to, in the 
Miller's words, "set the wrightes cappe" (3143). 
John functions in the story as an authority-figure but also as a comic-figure, 
a prime target for mischief or attack from many quarters. With a buyer-beware 
sort of skepticism the Miller declares that John deserves what he receives because 
Men sholde wedden after hire estaat, 
For youthe and elde is often at debaat. 
But sith that he was fallen in the snare, 
He moste endure, as oother folk, his care. (3229-32). 
John should have known better than to marry a young woman. He knew when he 
married her she was "wylde" (3225), and from the first he had guarded her 
jealously (3226), guarded her from such men as Nicholas. But all his precautions 
are to no purpose. 
In a twist of irony, John trusts the wrong man, and Theseus's prophecy 
about his own old age comes upon John. His arm broken at the tale's end, perhaps 
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John even wishes he were dead, for not only did Nicholas betray him but he 
afterwards exposed him to public ridicule. John's friends and neighbors (much 
like David's subjects when they see Absalom on the roof with David's concubines) 
begin to laugh at John, as 
Into the roof they kiken and they cape, 
And turned al his harm unto a jape. 
For what so that this carpenter answerde, 
It was for nought; no man his reson herde. 
With othes grete he was so sworn adoun 
That he was holde wood in al the toun .... (3 841-46) 
Like King David and like the dark vision of Theseus, John stands bereft of all 
comfort. Whatever feats he performed in his youth, all of the honors he may have 
won, all lie forgotten now as he stands ashamed and alone. No doubt John also 
reflects on how much better everything would be if only Nicholas had died before 
he had "doon his freend, ne hym, no shame" (3050). How like David's situation; 
John too, is faced with an usurper who has "swyved" his wife. When this cunning 
pair get caught unaware they recognize their situation as an opportunity and 
capitalize on it. Nicholas turns his cry of pain into an alarm, a cry for help. By 
the time the neighbors arrive Nicholas and Alisoun have apparently already 
informed them about John's strange behavior. When John awakes, confused, in 
pain and surrounded by jeering neighbors, he tries to explain, but Alisoun and 
Nicholas betray and shame him. With laughter and perhaps triumph on their faces, 
John's two accusers point to the roof and to the three tubs, one of which lies 
broken at John's feet, and they deliberately and maliciously destroy the reputation 
and credibility of this old and broken man. 
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Edward III and John of Gaunt 
This scene of John's humiliation, a reenactment of the drama-on-the-roof 
played out between King David's concubines and Absalom, contains elements 
similar to those at the end of Edward Ill's life when he, like John, became 
victimized by a younger woman named Alisoun or Alice -- Alice Perrers. In a 
further comparison with Edward, Chaucer describes John as a rich but unlearned 
man who "knew nat Catoun, for his wit was rude" (3227). This portrait of John, 
though still incomplete, might well be of Edward who, according to H. S. Bennett, 
from his youth only rarely read, not because he had no encouragement, but 
because he had little interest in books (8). Bevan states that Edward spoke several 
languages, including English (3). Bennett observes, however, that "there is no 
clear evidence that [Edward] could talk English with any ease" (8). Perhaps 
Chaucer who, besides being well read was literate and multilingual as well, saw 
Edward, particularly in those later years, as "rude" of wit. 
Indeed old age strikes king and commoner alike, for "Edward died a foolish 
fond old man, unable to take serious things seriously" (Packe 300). Packe writes 
that according to one source, in the end Edward's mind was like that of a "boy of 
eight" (286). Edward's state closely resembles Chaucer's characterization of John. 
Foolish old John recognized the threat posed by Nicholas only when "every wight 
gan laughen at [his] stryf' (3849). Chaucer offers a portrait of John only at the 
end of John's life, but his many similarities to Edward suggest that if John should 
look back in time and describe himself as he appeared in 1329, except for the 
crown, his description might very well fit Edward. Moreover, insofar as Nicholas 
and Absolon stand for John's absent sons, perhaps they (like Edward's sons) would 
be endowed with a number of their father's character and behavior traits. Bennett 
states that Edward's "followers, from the Black Prince and John of Gaunt 
downwards exhibited characteristics similar to Edward" (7). Bevan adds, 
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moreover, that "of all Edward's children, with the exception of the Black Prince, 
John of Gaunt seems most to resemble his father, with many Plantagenet traits of 
character" (142). Most interestingly, Chaucer endows Nicholas with traits like 
those found in John of Gaunt. Like his father and like Nicholas, Gaunt loved 
women, and yet he, like Nicholas, subordinated his sensual appetites to ambition. 
Throughout Gaunt's courtship of and marriage to Costanza of Castile he and 
Katherine Swynford conducted an ongoing affair, out of which were born three 
sons and a daughter (Bevan 142), but it was only upon the death of Costanza that 
Gaunt married Katherine, which seems to indicate that it was only when all 
possibility of his assuming the throne of Castile had ended that he found his love 
for her sufficient justification for marriage. During his relationship and marriage 
to Katherine Gaunt also had a relationship with Alice Perrers; however, this 
relationship was political rather than intimate. Nicholas, on the other hand, 
supplements his political relationship with Alisoun with a sexual one. Whereas 
Absalom and Arcite are unable to fully realize either of their goals, Nicholas 
achieves both of his goals. 
As for Edward, at the end of his life he had only one goal, and that was to 
have Alice Perrers with him. For many years Edward had been involved with 
Alice, and Gaunt took advantage of his father's infatuation with the notorious 
Alice. Packe relates that in April of 1376 Parliament forced Edward to send Alice 
away, but at this point in Edward's life Alice mattered more to him than anything 
in the world. By Michaelmas Gaunt had returned Alice to Edward, and in return 
Edward made Gaunt the "effective head of government" (295), which angered the 
citizens, for they hated both Gaunt and Alice. The people believed that their 
"hero-king had fallen victim to the wiles of a vulgar, extravagant strumpet" (287). 
It troubled them to see their once proud king behave so foolishly, and they needed 
someone else to blame, yet perhaps the people had good reason for their dislike of 
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Perrers. Packe surmises that anyone who approached the king for a favor "can 
have had no choice but to approach him through the lively and acquisitive Alice" 
(287). It is Gaunt's role, though, that is perhaps most interesting. Edward, Alice, 
and Gaunt formed a sort of relationship of mutual benefit, a relationship in which 
Alice manipulated Edward, Gaunt manipulated Alice, and all three got what they 
wanted (Packe 302). Gaunt's and Alice's relationship; the way in which Edward, 
a once mighty king, ended his days; a broken old man no longer in command of 
his kingdom or even of the woman he loved: these furnished a rich pool from 
which Chaucer was able to draw, to rearrange, to disguise serious issues in comic 
tones. 
Chaucer's Guile 
Patterson argues that Chaucer "forged a way of writing that was at once 
oppositional and nonpolitical." While undoubtedly espousing political views, 
those views were not limited to a particular ideology, but rather his poetl)' is 
infused with "the 'common and universal' values with which literature has always 
concerned itself' ( 48). Patterson seems to see the political elements in Chaucer's 
poetl)' as dispassionate, not taking sides, and deems deficient those who see his 
poetl)' as "ideologically constrained," arguing that, "since literature is by 
definition a disinterested discourse," the result of their misunderstanding is "to 
deny to the father of English poetl)' his legitimate title" (48-9). Ifby 
"disinterested discourse" Patterson merely means controlled language, I would 
agree. Wordsworth, who, like Chaucer, lived in a period of social upheaval, 
understood a poet's need to exercise restraint or control over language when 
writing about emotional subjects. He admits, however, that a poet "is no different 
from other men; it is the nature of a poet to think, to feel, and to have the same 
passions as all other men, only more so" (795). Chaucer lived in close proximity 
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to powerful people, and both his social and political positions enabled him to 
observe without attracting too much notice. Given his background, I question the 
possibility of Chaucer's not forming definite political opinions, of his not taking 
some sort of side, but given the timbre of the times, given the attitudes of those in 
power, he had to express those opinions with utmost discretion. 
During his stint of standing in for Edward III, Gaunt was an inflexible ruler. 
Following him, Richard II, while more popular than John of Gaunt, repeatedly 
involved England in wars. No less imperious than either his grandfather or his 
uncle, Richard proved himself a continuation of the Plantagenet machine. Totally 
out of touch with the people apparently from the beginning, Richard subscribed to 
what Patricia Eberle calls a "descending view of authority," which held that 
"authority granted the king by the grace of God descends to his subjects through 
the will of the king, who has the power to punish or put to death those subjects 
who rise against him." Documents from the period indicate that Richard's reign 
must have proven especially difficult for writers. Chronicles written in the 1380s 
and 90s "make frequent reference to suppression of speech" (117). The 
Westminster Chronicle states that "nobody should utter any abuse or scurrility in 
public or in private, against the mayor or an alderman or any respectable and 
substantial member of the commons of the city on pain of losing his life and 
forfeiting all his goods" (Grodin 333). It would seem that Absalom lived on in 
Richard, another of Edward's descendants. Given Richard's view, Chaucer would 
perhaps have jeopardized his life had he written anything deemed rebellious, yet 
the Tales' themes are definitely political, though he cloaked his opinions in safe 
and acceptable language. 
Frederick Douglas, recounting his years as a slave, discusses similar 
accommodations and adjustments which circumstances demanded that the 
American slaves' make in their language and in their art. Douglas writes that 
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Slaves were expected to sing as well as to work. A silent slave was 
not liked, either by master or overseers ... This and the natural 
disposition of the Negro to make a noise in the world, may account 
for the almost constant singing among them when at their work. .. In 
all these slave songs there was some expression of praise of the 
Great House farm -- something that would please the pride of the 
Lloyds ... These words would be sung over and over again, with 
others improvised as they went along -- jargon, perhaps to the 
reader, but full of meaning to the singers ... The remark in olden 
time was not unfrequently made, that slaves were the most contented 
and happy laborers in the world, and their dancing and singing were 
referred to in proof of this alleged fact; but it was a great mistake to 
suppose them happy because they sometimes made those joyful 
noises. The songs of the slaves represented their sorrows, rather 
than their joys ... It is not inconsistent with the constitution of the 
human mind that it avails itself of one and the same method for 
expressing opposite emotions. (54-5) 
For the slaves, singing about their feelings was inextricably entwined with spiritual 
and emotional, as well as physical survival. Although singing pleased their 
masters and served their masters' purposes, the slaves' principal audience was the 
slaves themselves, and the slave's language was born out of shared experience. 
One might say that they too mastered the art of the framed narrative, differing 
greatly from Chaucer, however, in that they kept themselves and were kept in an 
enclosed world within the frame. Douglas speaks of living in a circle of isolation, 
which prevented him from perceiving how he was perceived. He writes: "I was 
myself, within the circle, so that I could then neither hear nor see as those without 
might see and hear. They [the slaves] breathed the prayer and complaint of souls 
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overflowing with the bitterest anguish," while those outside the circle heard only 
"contented and happy laborers" (55). No communication existed between those 
inside and those outside the circle. Chaucer's circumstances were of course quite 
different from those of the American slaves. Yet both the demands placed on his 
language and his responses to those demands were quite similar to those of the 
slaves. 
Chaucer's poetry and the slaves' "jargon" entertained those in power, while 
simultaneously meeting the opposing needs of another audience. However, 
Chaucer, a free man born into an exciting period in the development of English, 
was handed a multifaceted opportunity not given the slaves. Present both before 
and after English was established as the official language at court, Chaucer found 
a way not only to meet the emotional needs of his sub-audience, but perhaps even 
to effect change. Chaucer's audience was never powerless, and Chaucer, unlike 
the slaves, freely exercised conscious control of his circle of language. 19 In this 
way, Chaucer was able to take the Absalom archetype, common in his day, cloak it 
in inconspicuous forms, and use it to re-tell political events and situations to an 
audience who understood the implications, and who, after the laughter died down, 
perhaps reflected. Social activist Saul Alinski writes, "Ridicule is man's most 
potent weapon. It is almost impossible to counterattack ridicule" (128). 
Politician, poet, citizen, Chaucer's ability to reduce a prince to a clerk or a king to 
a miller was entertaining, but perhaps Chaucer also used his art as a powerful 
method of motivation. 
191n exploriong The Manciple's Tale Michaela Paasche Groden posits that "by pointing us 
not only to the world within the tale, but also inevitably to the world of the audience 
outside it, the amplifications demonstrate the necessity of guile. . . If the poet is to survive . 
. . his creations necessarily require artfulness" (339). 
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